Octacoordinate carbons encaged inside carborane clusters: a density functional theory investigation.
This work focuses on the computational design and characterization of a novel series of endohedral carborane clusters containing octacoordinate carbon centers. The structural and bonding features and the thermodynamic and kinetic stabilities are discussed extensively based on density functional theory calculations. These nonclassical carboranes are fascinating in structure not only for the octacoordinate carbon center but also for the surrounding carbon and boron ligands with inverted bonding configuration. These endohedral carboranes are higher in energy than the corresponding exohedral isomers due to the high strain in the system. A new stability rule based on the donor-acceptor model is proposed to predict the stability ordering for these carborane isomers. In addition, some of these octacoordinate carboranes might have relatively high kinetic stabilities, which is rather hopeful for the experimental syntheses.